Abstract. Gait classification is an effective and non-intrusive method for human identification and it has received significant attention in the recent years due to its applications in visual surveillance and monitoring systems. In this project, we analysed gait signatures using spatio-temporal motion characteristics of a person to answer the question "is there a discriminating feature in gait signal that can help to categorise disable person from healthy?". The procedure has three steps. detection of a pedestrian using YOLO followed by the silhouette extraction using the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Finally, skeletonization from the silhouette image to estimate head and torso locations and their angles with the vertical axis. Furthermore, velocity and acceleration signals were recorded to look for accelerating behaviour of person walking with a limp.
Introduction
This research aims to investigate computer vision and pattern recognition techniques for identifying physically disabled people appearing in surveillance footage. This is a challenging task since outdoor scenarios with background clutter, illumination conditions, camera viewing angle and camera resolution affect the quality of information sensed. Scenes obtained from a surveillance video are usually low resolution which adds to the complexity of the problem. Video surveillance technology is gaining popularity these days due to its low cost, ease of installation, freedom from interference, and its ability to capture detailed information in images/videos. Developments in computer vision, pattern recognition and machine learning have further increased the usefulness of optical sensors. Advancements in optical sensors and rapidly falling costs of high resolution cameras make them a preferred choice for an automated detection system design. We focus on gait signatures of a person walking to investigate whether gait can usefully distinguish healthy and disable persons. This involves pedestrian detection followed by extraction of the gait signal and its analysis. Skeletonization approach is computationally cheap and summarises the internal motion/gait of moving pedestrian without a prior human model.
Related Work
Vision based disable person detection involves extraction of moving objects (silhouettes) and their gait analysis for categorizing them into healthy or disable. Advances in computer vision lack such a system due to its limited applications. However, a great deal of research has been conducted on vision based pedestrian detection [1] , human behaviour detection [2, 3] and gait recognition [4] . Therefore, the related literature (which may contribute to develop a gait based disable person detector) is divided into two parts,
Motion Detection and Silhouette Extraction
Background subtraction is a quick way of localizing moving objects in videos by a static camera and it is often the first step of a multi-stage computer vision system [5] (car tracking, pedestrian detection, wild-life monitoring, etc.). It assumes video sequence comprising of a static background in front of which moving objects (in distinct colours) are extracted. Some commonly used background modelling techniques are inter-frame change [6] , GMM [7] and optical flow [8] . Each approach has
its advantages and disadvantages [9] . We picked GMM based for the system because it is good in handling multi-modal background scenarios.
Background modelling techniques result in silhouettes estimation of moving objects in a video sequence. Most gait analysis procedures [10, 11] rely on pre-detection of silhouettes to extract motion signals. While some approaches [12] take bounding boxes containing pedestrians. Pedestrian detection can be performed in two sequential steps: extracting candidate regions that are potentially covered by human objects and classifying the regions as human or non-human. Background subtraction is the simplest way to segregate moving objects and then declaring those as candidate regions. Another common approach is to use a sliding window method in which windows are extracted at various scales and positions without any prior knowledge of the size and location of the human object. A human classifier trained on the features extracted from the image database, labels the regions as humans or otherwise.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are currently the most popular machine learning algorithms in computer vision for human detection [13, 14] . You Only Look Once (YOLO) [14] , presented a new approach to object detection in which a single CNN predicts bounding boxes and class probabilities directly from full images in one evaluation. Being a single network, it can be optimized resulting in real-time processing of input images at 45 frames per second. At this detection rate (speed), it outperformed other detection methods, including Deformable Parts Model (DPM) and R-CNN. We employed this network for the outdoor set of experiments.
Gait Detection and Analysis
Model free set of approaches [15, 16, 17] have also been proposed in which gait is comprised of static components (size and shape) and a dynamic component of a person which reflects the actual movement. In gait recognition the static features are height, stride length and silhouette bounding box lengths. Dynamic features used are legs and head angles with centroid, velocity, acceleration and frequency of body parts contributing to the overall motion. Sarkar et al. [18] created the HumanID project which is considered a significant landmark in gait recognition. It was reported that the lower 20% of silhouette, that is, from the knee down, accounted for 80% of the recognition. BenAbdelkader et al. [17] extracted the bounding box of the extremes of motion after tracking the subject in video steam. These scaled boxes, known as templates, were subtracted from each other pixel by pixel (spatially) for all given pairs of time instances (temporally). In their later study [19] , stride length and cadence (walking frequency) was proposed to illustrate the human motion by segmenting and erecting a bounding box around it. Frequency of walk was estimated by noticing the change in size of the bounding box over time. Fujiyoshi and Lipton [20] analysed motion of a human by detecting its silhouette and boundaries to produce a star skeleton. Cyclic motion of skeletal segments was extracted to determine human activities such as walking or running. Although their technique is computationally inexpensive and applicable to real-world surveillance videos, it is restricted to static background and shadow less scenarios.
Temporal representation approaches model gait signatures by an XYT three dimensional space by accommodating time as the third dimension complementing the XY axes in the image plane. Niyogi and Adelson [21] formed an image cube by stacking images of a walking sequence (XY) over the time axis. They analysed the XT plane and traced out a unique braided pattern walker's ankle as compared to the linear moving pattern of head. This information was helpful to construct the stick model and to identify a walker in image sequence by gait. In another study [12] , gait sequence was decomposed into XT slices to produce a periodic pattern termed Double Helical Signature through an iterative curve embedding algorithm. This representation highlighted body parts for gait recognition, typically in the context of surveillance. This work relies on availability of gait sequences extracted from the surveillance videos before estimating double helical signatures. In an automated approach, getting gait sequence from silhouette mask is a difficult task specially where shadow is accompanied by human movement.
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Motivation A competent observer can pick a disable person by appearance (if a visible mobility aid is in use) or by observing gait (in case of limping walk). Apart from the 3d information, he/she can also identify a disable person by monitoring the subject's movement in a monocular video of human walk. This study is intended for observing a distinguished feature in human walk which enabled automated detection of disable person from videos. There is a good chance that a time series of body part movement will depict abnormality sensed by human cognition. Following the approach presented by Fujiyoshi & Lipton [20] , we examine temporal behaviour of head and leg positions. This paper makes two contributions. First, it separates the joint gait signal produced by legs into two each corresponding a leg. In prior work [20, 11] 
Automated Approach
The topic of disability being sensitive, has less training and testing video data available on internet. We collected surveillance videos in August 2017, which resulted in fewer number of participants since majority of these people tend to stay at home and approximately 0.4% [22] appear on public places (in NZ). Collected videos involved healthy and disable person movements with the same camera angle and background. The automated task was divided into silhouette extraction, skeletonization and Gait analysis phases which are explained below.
Silhouette Extraction It can be difficult to analyse the nature of human motion without extracting the silhouette. Since we target system deployment for outdoor environments, so a static background assumption may not hold true. Furthermore, motion detection techniques [7, 8] incorporate shadows as part of the moving objects which leads to incorrectly determined silhouette mask, therefore, we started with YOLO to localize pedestrians appearing in the footage. YOLO takes a video frame as input and after processing, provides bounding boxes with five predictions: centre of object (x,y), width (w), height (h), and confidence value. Inside YOLO, CNN performed the detection task with its initial convolutional layers extracting features from the image while fully connected layers predicted output probabilities and coordinates. An example detection by YOLO is shown in Fig. 1 . The resulting bounding box serves as the region of interest (ROI) to be segmented into human silhouette. Inside this ROI, foreground subtraction was performed using GMM resulting in silhouette mask. Advantage of using YOLO is that it filters out a big part of shadow linked with the moving silhouette and reduces the data size for GMM computations. (Refer to Fig. 2 for GMM outcome.) 
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Skeletonization and Gait Signal
To extract the gait signal, we used the approach suggested by Fujiyoshi & Lipton [20] which assumes a static background with simplified conditions. The difference in our experiment is that YOLO implementation preceded the GMM operation to get the pedestrian mask. After cleaning this mask by morphological operations, its outline was extracted using a border following algorithm (see Fig.  3(a) ). The skeleton with two legs and a torso, was constructed by connecting these extremal points to the centroid of silhouette. To analyse the gait, legs and torso angles (Fig. 3(b) ) with vertical axis were computed and analysed as time series data. The following gait features in temporal domain were observed in this research:
• Legs velocity and acceleration
• Head velocity and acceleration
• Legs and Head angle
Signal Split
It has been observed that the leg angle signal is contributed by both legs in an alternate fashion based on leading and trailing status. This makes it less reliable for examining individual leg movements over time. Moreover, locations/positions of legs can be estimated once we fragment the leg signal into its individual signals. Since monocular camera lacks stereo information, the legs are referred to as leg 1 and leg 2 instead of left and right. These splintered signals have improved indicators for anomalous walking behaviour. The process of signal split (for the target moving from right to left of the screen) is summarised as, 1. Extract leg angle data θ 1 and θ 2 [20] . Here, θ 1 and θ 2 refer to leading and trailing leg angles, respectively, both measured from the vertical axis.
2. Identify time instants (for t = t n , where n = 1, 2, 3, ...) when both legs have angles closest to vertical axis. This occurs at the local minima of θ 1 so, with S(t) as a logical array namely, S(t) = true if n is odd f alse otherwise 3. Calculate new signals as,
4. Track extreme points for legs from newly generated signals to form the gait vector. 
Signal Extraction Results
Signal extraction was tested on indoor data acquired from The Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA-B) [23] gait dataset. Results (Fig. 4) show the successful operation for retrieving leg signals of a healthy person and has correlation of -0.9556 depicting highly symmetrical movement. Later on, the same experiment was repeated on videos for healthy and disable person movements in an outdoor environment to obtain leg positions with respect to time. Symmetry values of -0.9274 and -0.9174 were obtained for healthy and disabled person movements respectively. The negative sign in correlation is due to movement of legs in opposite directions. Output plots were not as smooth as those of indoor case and fluctuations were noted due to inaccuracies in pedestrian localization by YOLO and presence of shadows. This makes leg angles less reliable for detecting abnormal walking behaviour. According to YOLO authors, localization errors account for more of YOLO's errors than all other sources combined. These errors result in inaccurate centroid estimations and error propagates in head/legs angle computations.
Automated Results
In skeletonization scheme, leg angles were estimated using trigonometric functions applied on leg and centroid positions predicted by YOLO and GMM foreground mask. Although angular information lacked distinguishing features, it can help us analyse other motion features like velocity and acceleration of legs. The fact that lower 20% portion of human body contributes 80% in human recognition by gait [18] , leg velocity/acceleration may contain useful gait information. Head angle and position could also be investigated for gait signal but our experiments revealed that head signal is too sensitive to fluctuations caused by rotations and minor head movements. Furthermore, head is a signal source for its gait signal while, leg data is contributed 2 sources (Leg 1 and Leg 2 in our case) making it less prone to inaccurate readings compared to the head data.
Results for velocity/acceleration data of healthy and disabled person were generated with automated approach. It was observed that both sets of graphs were noisy and it was hard to identify motion patterns for disabled person from healthy person. The question that, "is there a discriminating feature in gait signal that can help to categorise disable person from healthy?," remains unanswered. 
Manual Results
We marked locations of legs and head of moving person in video frames and by looking at their plots, there was a clear difference in the graph of the disable person. Graphs for disabled part (leg 2 in figs. 5(b) and 6(b)) clearly produces a signal for leg 2 which is different to that of leg 1. We considered average values of five peaks shown in Fig. 5 for these calculations. Legs of a healthy person have 1.45% difference (w.r.t larger value) in peak values while that of disabled person is 47.02%. Similar behaviour is observable in acceleration signals. This shows that Leg 2 of the disabled person is behaving differently than Leg 1 while walking, which means either of these legs is affected and not normal. Head signal was also exploited but it failed to give us encouraging results while centroid of the body is difficult to pick since it requires accurate localization and is sensitive to noise.
Conclusion
Gait recognition procedures are affected by the variation in environmental constraints, viewing angle, occlusions, shadows, imperfection in foreground modelling, object segmentation and silhouette extraction. We experimented on video data of moving pedestrians to investigate presence of disabled person by automated and manual analysis of head and leg data. The automated system failed to recognise a disabled person from its gait due to imperfection in segmentation, but results from the manual localization suggest that there is enough information in the gait signal to characterize a healthy motion given a set of gait signatures. YOLO's localization error restricts the automated system to show impressive results and problem might be addressed by replacing YOLO with better localized pedestrian detection systems since exact locations of legs and centroid play a key role in shaping a gait signal. Furthermore, work on human joints detection can significantly improve gait signal which may lead to autonomous detection of disabled person. CNN based systems [24] have shown encouraging results in identifying joint locations and connecting them to other body parts of the same person. Such system have tendency to get better results than traditional gait techniques. We shall also be focusing on CNN based solution to this problem along with identifying people using various mobility aids.
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